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Abstract—This paper presents a Cloud Networking Gateway
(CNG) Manager, to enable networking of distributed cloud re-
sources by authorized customers and to provide network control
and configuration capabilities. The CNG Manager interconnects
virtual machines, acquired from distributed heterogeneous re-
sources and multiple providers, using generic gateways according
to user connectivity requests. The CNG Manager is integrated
with a “Cloud Broker” architecture for evaluation in the multiple
providers context. The proposed framework extends and supports
the current state of the art in cloud and software defined
networks technologies with compatible connectivity control and
management capabilities.

Index Terms—Intercloud networking; Intercloud architecture;
SDN; CNG; CNG Manager; gateway appliance; Broker; Cloud
computing

I. INTRODUCTION

The on-demand dynamic allocation and interconnection

of user services in distributed cloud environments includes

several major steps that still need to evolve beyond what is

currently offered in the cloud and networking communities to

facilitate networking automation. This concern or need is being

addressed by both communities, especially the OpenStack

community (via Neutron) [1], OpenFlow [2] and more recently

SDN (Software Defined Networking) [3].

The objective of this paper is to complement these efforts

by facilitating the establishment of connectivity between dis-

tributed cloud and network resources through cloud network-

ing gateways. We set as requirement: compatibility with these

efforts and more traditional networking technologies including

IP. An additional requirement is to remain compliant and

compatible with OCCI (Open Cloud Computing Interface)

[4] that has become a key standard interface between client

applications and clouds. We focus on the instantiation step

required for the on-demand establishment of connectivity be-

tween inter-cloud resources. The required steps for automation

of cloud networking services are mainly:

1) Resource requests or queries, that require a resource

description framework;

2) Parsing of the requests;

3) Matching and selection, to find and reserve resources

from multiple providers;

4) Instantiation to establish connectivity between the se-

lected resources to fulfil the user request;

5) Activation of instantiated resources and of their moni-

toring for future adaptations.

We have addressed partially the resource request, matching

and selection steps in companion papers [5] [6] [7]. The in-

stantiation step consists in deploying the list of requested VMs

and networking them. This VMs interconnection establishment

needs to be open and transparent to the applications while

hiding the underlying networking technologies used by the

cloud providers. This becomes also a goal in the design of the

CNGs and the CNG Manager.

Even if current cloud computing and clouds services effi-

ciently provide on demand IT resources with a focus on com-

pute and storage resources provisioning from shared physical

infrastructures, the networking of the virtual resources dedi-

cated to applications, end users or tenants deserves more atten-

tion. Existing cloud network models focus mostly on assigning

IP addresses to user VMs and insufficiently support inter cloud

and inter data center connectivity. Facilitating the control,

configuration and instantiation of connectivity of application

components and tenant resources requires further work to take

full advantage of compute, storage and network virtualization

altogether. The proposed cloud networking framework in this

paper addresses specifically this objective of enabling users

and applications to gain some control on the establishment of

connectivity between their dedicated resources with a focus on

deployment, control, configuration and instantiation of cloud

networking services.

Our solution is designed to be integrated easily with cloud

brokers, cloud federation frameworks or cloud providers han-

dling resources in multiple data centers. We assume that Ser-

vice Level Agreements (SLAs) between brokers and providers

are already in place to drive and govern the amount of

authorized control provided to the end users so they can

invoke (or ask) the proposed cloud networking framework to

establish links between their dedicated nodes and services.

The proposed networking architecture relies on two main

components: a) a Cloud Networking Gateway Manager (CNG

Manager) and b) a virtual and generic appliance acting as a

gateway between user resources (named Cloud Networking

Gateway, CNG). The advantage of the CNG Manager is to

establish connectivity between user resources regardless of

connectivity type (via dedicated links or the Internet) and to

ensure connectivity in a non-intrusive way that preserves the

network configuration of cloud providers. The solution is thus

compatible with (and usable by) providers.

The CNG Manager presents a northbound interface to users

and applications connectivity requests and a southbound inter-
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face relying on a set of drivers to offer heterogeneous virtual

machines connectivity as a service. The VMs themselves are

acquired through clouds managers, such as OpenStack [8]

or OpenNebula [9], from the data centers. The open source

implementations of the CNG Manager and the gateways have

been integrated in an open source Cloud Broker [10] offer-

ing compatibility, arbitrage and aggregation services to/from

multiple heterogeneous cloud providers.

Section II presents the proposed cloud networking archi-

tecture that relies on the CNG Manager and the gateways

to establish dynamic connectivity between cloud and network

resources. Section III describes the benefits of using SDN with

the CNG Manager. The impact on networking performance

when introducing our solution in existing systems is reported

in section IV. Related work is presented in section V.

II. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION

Our solution aims at: a) ensuring connectivity between

resources acquired from distributed and independent cloud

providers irrespective of the used networking technologies and

b) giving partial or complete control of connectivity to the

users. The overall goal is to allow users to handle networking

of their applications.

The proposed architecture is composed of three (3) levels:

a central component, the CNG Manager core, a northbound

interface towards applications and a southbound interface

interacting with transport technologies through drivers. These

three levels are used to control, configure and program the

CNGs deployed in the infrastructure.

Fig. 1. CNG Manager architecture

The CNG Manager northbound interface presents to appli-

cations or users (application developers, customers or con-

sumers) an extended OCCI [4] interface. At the CNG Manager

southbound interface, communications with the underlying

networks is achieved though specific drivers. For the CNG

Manager core, we have developed the required functions and

actions to handle networking demands from users (received

via the northbound interface) and to select the appropriate

drivers, in line with user expressed networking requirements,

to interact with the desired networking technology.

The southbound interfaces towards the underlying network-

ing technologies require technology specific drivers (such as

OpenVPN, GRE, IPsec services, NAT or possibly network

configuration frameworks) as depicted in Figure 1. The CNG

Manager relies on the designed drivers to remotely configure

the gateways (CNGs) deployed in the infrastructure layer. In

fact, the CNG is an appliance acting as a gateway compatible

with multiple cloud computing platforms (such as OpenNeb-

ula, OpenStack...). This appliance exposes an OCCI interface

so it can be configured remotely by the CNG Manager.

In summary, our solution, depicted in Figure 1, exposes two

(2) OCCI interfaces (at the dashed separation lines): one in

the CNG Manager (for user cloud networking requests) and

the second in the CNG appliance (for network configurations

within the cloud and network infrastructures). This ensures

that our proposed cloud networking is achievable in an OCCI

compliant manner and is in line with current practices in the

OpenStack cloud community (for example [8] and [1]). This

also considerably eases integration into cloud and network

software architectures using the OCCI RESTful paradigms.

The Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) [4], on which

our solution is based, is a RESTful protocol and API for

cloud resource management. The OCCI Core model introduces

the notion of “Category Type” that is used by the OCCI

classification system [11] and the framework for facilitating in-

teroperability and integration of heterogeneous cloud services.

Each category instance is characterized by a CRUD (Create,

Retrieve, Update, Delete) RESTful interface and also by an

interface referencing the category’s own set of actions that can

hopefully be invoked externally to achieve custom behavior.

A. CNG: Cloud Networking Gateway

The CNG is a virtual appliance providing cloud networking

services for layer 2, layer 3 and higher layers with equal

weight and emphasis. The CNG is generic enough to cover

interconnection of virtual resources using VLANs, VPNs as

well as virtual networks that can rely more closely on the

underlying networking technologies and systems. The CNG

integrates software defined networking frameworks (such as

NOX [12]/OpenFlow [2]) to enable flow control and manage-

ment between resources interconnected by the CNG.

The CNG exposes an OCCI RESTful interface [13] based

on OCCI so it can be configured and programmed by the

CNG Manager. This interface is generic, supports all kinds of

configuration rules and allows fine control and configuration

of the gateway. Through this interface the communication be-

tween the CNG Manager and the CNG Appliance is performed

securely.
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The CNG can be used to manage the connectivity in one or

between data centers. In a cloud environment, the allocation

of public addresses is expensive and sometimes limited by a

finite number of available addresses. In the case of Amazon,

all accounts are by default limited to 5 Elastic IP addresses

[14]. In addition, most new applications need Internet access

in order to be executed. However, exposing all resources to the

Internet via a public address must be controlled, traceable and

secure. Adopting public addresses for all service components

imposes consequently the implementation of security policies,

decision and enforcement points. The benefits in using CNG

is to hide this network resource management complexity. The

CNG can provide access to the Internet for the VMs without

exposing them to the outside world with public addresses

through NATing. The user will use a single public IP address

to serve all VMs deployed in the same data center. Since all

VMs go through the CNG to reach the outside world, traffic

management and implementation of security policies become

easier. Besides saving public IP addresses, the CNG can offer

other services such as DHCP and DNS.

The CNG is also used to establish dynamic and secure VPNs

between resources deployed in different clouds. Users will

need only a minimum number of public IP addresses equal

to the number of cloud providers hosting user services instead

of allocating as many addresses as there are VMs running

these services. This is especially useful and practical for the

scarce IPv4 addresses that are still largely used and deployed.

VPN tunnels created between CNGs (in the infrastructure

layer of Figure 1) have two important properties: they support

a wide variety of network layer protocols including non-IP

and multicast protocols and they provide end to end secure

communications via the Internet.

B. CNG Manager

The CNGs are controlled, configured and managed by

the CNG Manager that hides heterogeneity of underlying

networking technologies. As depicted in Figure 1, the CNG

Manager is composed of three entities: interface, drivers and

core elements.

1) CNG Manager Components: The CNG Manager is

composed of three components:

• The first component is the CNG Manager interface con-

taining 2 elements responsible for the configuration of

gateways and the links between them. In our implemen-

tation we decided to model these 2 elements as OCCI

categories for the previously stated reasons. The first

category called “CNG” represents the network component

acting as a gateway for a service user and that is typically

running in data centers (at the edge). In the CNG Manager

this category will contain the information of the VM in

which the CNG appliance is running. One attribute of

this category “connection” contains the number of links

established from this gateway. Based on the value of

this attribute, we can decide to shutdown this gateway

when it is not used or to add another gateway when the

number of connection exceeds the gateway capabilities

or capacity. The second category “linkCNG” represents a

link interconnecting two gateways. This category contains

the information needed for configuring and establishing

a tunnel between gateways.

• The second component of the CNG Manager is the

core that manages the list of OCCI categories through

the handling of a database related to the instances of

these categories. We have implemented in this entity the

RESTful CRUD functions and the necessary actions of

the exposed categories. The CNG Manager Core chooses

the appropriate networking technology driver to configure

and inject rules into the gateways.

• The CNG Manager drivers, representing the third ele-

ment, hide the heterogeneity of the networking technolo-

gies. A specific driver is used per technology by this

component to enable handling of multiple routing and

switching protocols and systems. Each Driver is respon-

sible for communicating with the underlying technology

used in the gateway (OpenFlow, BGP, OSPF, MPLS,

etc...). The CNG Manager in fact interacts with drivers to

configure the connectivity between sites. The underlying

framework can be software or hardware based (software

switching and routing technologies or programmable

hardware). As described in Figure1, we distinguish two

main family of drivers. The first one provides the dynamic

establishment of tunnels between CNG gateways (e.g.

IPsec, GRE, OpenVPN, Capsulator...). The second one

enables the configuration of Network Functions Virtual-

ization NFV [15] like Firewall, NAT, DNS... In addition,

our proposed model is flexible and can be extended

to support other network technologies by developing

appropriate drivers like OpenFlow and NOX that have

been integrated in our solution. With the emergence of

commercial programmable network equipment, we can

even go further by supporting the configuration of the

hardware by designing suitable drivers.

Fig. 2. Interactions between CNG Manager components and Cloud Broker
to establish connectivity between CNGs

Figure 2 depicts, in a flow diagram, the interactions between

a Cloud Broker (when a broker is used to coordinate and ag-
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gregate resources from the same or various providers) and the

CNG Manager components needed to establish connectivity

between CNGs deployed in one or in different cloud providers.

We assume that the cloud broker instantiates CNG nodes and

user nodes in the appropriate cloud provider and knows the

CNG public addresses and the topology of user nodes. The

cloud broker invokes the CNG manager interface to instantiate

the CNG categories (see Figure 2 steps 1 and 2) with key

parameters such as the CNG address and the network functions

to activate on the gateway (e.g. firewall, Nat, DNS...).

In step (3) the CNG Manager instantiates the associated

link to be established between CNGi and CNGj . Finally the

Cloud Broker sends the action “start” (Figure 2 step 4) to the

CNG Manager to launch the configuration of CNGs and links.

Once all the needed information is provided to the CNG

Manager and the action “start” is sent by the broker, the CNG

Manager deals with the NFV driver to configure the CNGs

(corresponding to Figure 2 step 5). The CNG Manager can

now configure the data plane by establishing the requested

tunnel between CNGs (step 6) using the tunnel driver that

injects the appropriate rules in each CNG. Finally the CNG

Manager configures the control plane (step 7) by specifying

the protocol to use between the CNGs (static or dynamic “ospf,

bgp...” links) or by connecting the OpenFlow node (CNG) to

the OpenFlow controller.

2) Isolation using CNG Manager : The CNG Manager

provides two isolation levels (Figure 3) to enable separation

of users and applications:

• The first level is the isolation between users’ services

through the creation of a gateway per user;

• The second level isolates services and applications of a

single user through a tunnel/VPN per user service.

Fig. 3. Isolation between user services

Figure 3 depicts how two users are isolated using CNGs

when acquiring cloud resources from multiple providers. The

provisioning of resources may be achieved by a cloud broker

that would interact on behalf of the users with the cloud

providers involved in service provisioning in this example. The

cloud broker goes through the CNG Manager to configure each

user dedicated CNG or tunnels. User 1 makes two requests

(request 1 and request 2 for user 1) and user 2 makes only one

request (request 1 for user 2). User 1 services or applications

are isolated using tunnels between the CNGs assigned to user

1. User 2 is assigned another pair of CNGs located in cloud

provider 2 and 3 in the illustration. The isolation between user

1 and user 2 is ensured by the creation of dedicated gateways

per user.

III. CNG MANAGER AND NETWORK DEPLOYMENT

The CNG Manager is designed to handle configuration and

instantiation of networking to fulfill users’s resources (VMs

for the performance evaluation) connection requests. The CNG

Manager can deploy 2 types of networks:

• Traditional networks: For these networks, the CNGs,

deployed in different data centers, manage not only the

forwarding functions but also the routing and control

decisions and actions in line with the information injected

by the CNG Manager (see Figure 4).

• SDN networks (e.g., based on the OpenFlow technology):
For this type of networks the control and data plane are

decoupled. The CNGs act as forwarding elements and

another CNG (driven by the CNG Manager) controls

them (see Figure 5).

A. CNG Manager for traditional network deployment

The CNG Manager deploys and configures the data plane

(by establishing tunnels between the CNGs) and the routing

rules according to the topology and user application require-

ments. The routing decision can be achieved by injecting static

routing rules on each CNG or by activating a routing algorithm

in the CNGs (like OSPF or BGP). The CNG Manager uses

the programmable interface for all the previously cited con-

figurations to fulfill the requested application topology. Figure

4 depicts a scenario where the CNG Manager configures two

gateways, CNGj and CNGk deployed respectively in cloud

j and cloud k. Thanks to this configuration users’ VMs are

allowed to communicate securely with each other.

Fig. 4. Connectivity via non SDN/OpenFlow

B. CNG Manager used for SDN deployment

Since the CNG supports the OpenFlow [2] technology,

it can establish OpenFlow based connectivity between user

resources. Figure 5 depicts a scenario where the CNG Manager

relies on an OpenFlow driver to configure two (2) CNGs
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acting as OpenFlow switches connected to an OpenFlow

controller called NOX [12]. The NOX controller is running

in a CNG and it is configured through the CNG Manager so

the “NOX in a VM” controls remotely the OpenFlow switches.

The CNG Manager establishes tunnels dynamically between

the OpenFlow switches. The NOX controller handles routing

and switching decisions between the OpenFlow switches by

injecting rules. In this case the control of connectivity can

also be achieved by activating the appropriate module in the

OpenFlow controller.

Fig. 5. Connectivity via OpenFlow

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The evaluation of the CNG Manager has been performed

with two objectives in mind. The first assesses the ease of in-

tegration of the CNG Manager with OCCI centric clouds. The

second evaluation focuses on the additional delay introduced

by the CNG architecture when interconnecting distributed

services across multiple providers.

A. CNG Manager in a real framework

To assess ease of integration in OCCI centric clouds, a

specific instance of the CNG Manager, named CONETS

(COmpatibleOne NEtwork Services), has been integrated in an

open source cloud broker known as CompatibleOne [10]. This

cloud broker provides a model, CORDS (CompatibleOne Re-

source Description System) [16], and a platform, ACCORDS

(Advanced Capabilities for CORDS) [17], respectively for the

description and federation of different clouds comprising re-

sources provisioned by heterogeneous cloud service providers.

CompatibleOne’s flexible service architecture is indepen-

dent of any Cloud Service Provider (OpenStack [8], OpenNeb-

ula [9], Azure [18]...) and addresses all types of cloud services

(IaaS, PaaS...) and any type of cloud service deployment (pub-

lic, private, community and hybrid). The overall architecture

provides consequently an appropriate framework to evaluate

the CNG Manager.

The broker relies on a set of specific modules to achieve

provisioning goals from various technology providers. For

networking services, the CompatibleOne broker invokes and

uses CONETS (which corresponds to an instance of the CNG

Manager) to establish connectivity as expressed by the end

user in an initial manifest. CONETS provides connectivity

services between the endpoints specified by the broker. In

more complex scenarios CONETS establishes all the links

between nodes or cloud resources of a specified network

connectivity graph. Each service of the ACCORDS platform is

an OCCI server. This server manages a list of OCCI categories

by handling the database related to the instances of these

categories. To ensure communication between these services,

the ACCORDS platform provides a publication service called

publisher. Other platform components use the publisher to

announce their service offers via the OCCI categories they

manage.

In the case of the CONETS service, the integration requires

two steps. In the first step CONETS publishes the list of

categories that it manages (linkCNG and CNG). During the

second step, CONETS using the publisher informs the broker

that it is responsible for the network provisioning and provides

the broker key information such as its name and address...

Thanks to this procedure CONETS (a simple CNG Manager

instance) will be called automatically by the Cloud Broker.

B. CNG evaluation

The objective of the evaluation is to estimate the delay

penalty introduced by the CNG Manager architecture when it

is used to establish connectivity between distributed services or

VMs. This evaluation will indicate if the proposed CNG archi-

tecture introduces marginal degradation when it is integrated

into an existing system. Since our main objective is to assess

only the additional delay penalty, we do not seek or conduct

comparisons with similar approaches that may be available

in the literature (in fact there are no vendor independent

frameworks we can compare meaningfully our proposal to).

Since the CNG is designed and packaged in a VM and

used as a gateway in each cloud provider, we need to assess

the delay added by this implementation. In our evaluation,

we suppose that the placement of user resources or services

, the CNGs in our case, in the cloud providers is handled by

the cloud broker. OpenNebula has been used to instantiate the

CNGs but any other cloud resource and service manager can

be used (such as the more popular OpenStack).

The analysis is conducted for sequential “gateways and

links establishments” (thus providing a worst case performance

reference, or very pessimistic assessment) and for parallel

establishments where simultaneous actions take place in the

gateways under the command, control and coordination of the

CNG Manager (optimistic assessment that is nevertheless very

close to actual/practical instantiation and configuration delays).

We evaluate in Figure 6 the required time to instantiate

the CNGs needed to interconnect distributed user services

in the hosting providers. The worst case corresponding to

instantiations of the CNGs one after the other, i.e. sequentially,

is reported. We distinguish two types of networking, traditional

and SDN networks. The first one is an OpenFlow based

network (SDN type) while the second is traditional (no SDN).

In these experiments the number of cloud providers involved

in the provisioning varies between 1 and 10 providers. The in-

stantiation times of CNGs are collected and reported in Figure
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Fig. 6. Sequential and parallel instantiation delay comparison

6 that depicts the time required to deploy the network based

on OpenFlow next to the traditional networking technology. In

both cases, the networking services are not pre-deployed. The

collected delays include consequently all the steps (including

the VM image deployment and activation). The relevant metric

for comparison is therefore the difference in performance

between the OpenFlow/SDN and the traditional approaches.

The time needed to instantiate the OpenFlow type network

is around 50 seconds higher than the time needed to in-

stantiate the traditional network. This difference is due to

the deployment of the OpenFlow controller, itself packaged

in a VM. When the CNGs are deployed in parallel, the

instantiation delay drops to 50 seconds. This corresponds to

the performance observed in Figure 6 for the number of cloud

providers equal to one (1). Since all instantiations occur in

parallel, the delay is the one experienced by one provider.

When two cloud providers are involved in inter-cloud net-

working, the CNG Manager deploys an SDN controller (NOX

for the evaluation) and the two CNGs (one per provider)

to interconnect. The sequential deployment and instantiation

penalty in this case is 3 times that of the parallel instantiation

or 150 s. For the parallel instantiation, the delay drops to 50

s (this includes deployment and activation that take place in

parallel). Once a CNG is deployed and activated the delay

reduces to the configuration penalty which is rather small

(around 8 seconds as depicted in Figure 7).

In the second experimentation, we evaluate the delays in

configuring the CNGs’ interconnection graph. Each node of

the network graph represents a cloud provider. The focus is

on the configuration delay induced by the CNG Manager. The

network graph topologies are randomly generated using the

GT-ITM tool [19]. The average network graph connectivity is

fixed at 0.5. In this experiment the number of links between

CNGs varies between 1 and 16 links since the number of

links to establish determines actually the performance for one

provider with distributed resources or multiple providers. The

configuration of the CNG is achieved using the CNG interface

while configuration of the routing and flow control mecha-

nisms in the CNGs is achieved using the OpenFlow (NOX

and OpenFlow protocol) framework in the case of dynamic

Fig. 7. Sequential and parallel configuration delay comparison

gateway and link establishments. As depicted in Figure 7, the

time required to configure the network based on the OpenFlow

technology is less than the traditional network. The OpenFlow

network needs only to configure the data plane between the

CNGs since the OpenFlow controller injects dynamically the

routing rules. This takes a few seconds, corresponding to the

time required to inject a rule.

Fig. 8. Sequential and parallel configuration and instantiation delay of
OpenFlow and traditional network

In the last experiment, we compare the configuration and

instantiation delays between the OpenFlow and traditional

networks. Figure 8 depicts a negligible configuration delay

compared to the instantiation delay. As expected, Figure 8

shows that the OpenFlow solution that operates dynamically

requires a marginal additional delay to achieve instantiation

while it can achieve configuration a little bit faster that the

traditional case. This is a very small price to pay overall when

compared to the flexibility and programmability benefits pro-

vided by the proposed CNG architecture (and more generally

software defined networking approaches).

V. RELATED WORK

Recently, OpenNebula [9] and OpenStack Neutron [1] pro-

posed an appliance with DHCP, DNS and other services to

handle networking in their cloud managers. OpenNebula and

OpenStack Neutron refer to these appliances as Virtual Router
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appliance [20] and Provider Router [21] respectively. These so-

lutions handle connectivity between virtual machines deployed

in the same data center. The CNG Manager architecture targets

both intra and inter-cloud networking.

Meridian [22] proposes an SDN-based controller framework

for cloud networking. Raghavendra et al. [23] propose the

same for cloud network management. These two approaches

focus only on providing cloud networking between resources

managed by a single cloud provider. Our solution provides

cloud networking for distributed clouds.

VICTOR [24] proposes an architecture for mobility of

Virtual Machines using OpenFlow by relying on a set of

distributed forwarding elements connecting virtual machines

and users. Our scope is slightly different. Their network

architecture is fixed and pre-configured while we address and

provide on demand provisioning of network nodes between

distributed data centers. In addition, we propose an isolation

mechanism between user services.

Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) [25] enables users to

access Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2 [26])

resources over an IPsec tunnel. This solution allows the use of

hybrid Clouds. Our proposed CNG Manager scope is boarder

as it offers the possibility to handle heterogenous network

technologies using the required drivers of which the VPC

driver is just one of the drivers. The CNG Manager spans

also other networking paradigms than VPC.

Wood et al. [27] propose CloudNet, a cloud platform

architecture which utilizes virtual private networks to securely

and seamlessly link cloud and enterprise sites. This solution

tries to meet requirements of an enterprise connected to cloud

computing environments using VPCs. CNG has broader appli-

cability and scope such as ensuring interconnection between

distributed, arbitrary and remote clouds in addition to handling

all underlying networking technologies through appropriate

drivers embedded in the CNG Manager framework.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a cloud networking architecture to

achieve dynamic and on demand distributed clouds networking

using any kind of underlying networking technology. This

cloud networking architecture, the CNG Manager framework,

was successfully tested and integrated with an open source

cloud broker to confirm its ease of integration with cloud and

network infrastructures. The framework is shown to establish

on-demand connectivity between virtual resources at marginal

additional instantiation delays. The CNG Manager provides

the needed programmability and flexibility to support easily

other network technologies including programmable networks

(hardware switches). As confirmed by our experiments, the

introduced configuration and instantiation delays to intercon-

nect distributed services across multiple providers using the

proposed networking architecture are marginal.
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